WIRE

Cloud-Based Solution
Simplify and Modernize EDI Connectivity
with a Cloud-Based Solution
Outdated and underperforming EDI systems are on the way out.
It’s time to upgrade.
EDI is still the de facto standard for conveying freight order and
status information. Yet with legacy value-added networks (VANs)
EDI Compliance comes with unnecessary costs and headaches.
Upgrade your EDI approach by connecting to a modern,
cloud-based solution.

WIRE,™ a Cloud-native solution from Motorcity Systems,
seamlessly integrates legacy EDI transaction sets from your trading partners with the
latest translation and connectivity methods to provide higher quality data and give
fleets added flexibility and scalability to support new business growth.
WIRE’s EDI technology simplifies and shortens the process of connecting with both
partners and internal systems - driving success for carriers by improving the speed,
efficiency, and quality of their information exchange by using:
Simplified Onboarding for
straightforward setup with a
clean, user-friendly interface
to flatten the learning curve for both staff
and trading partners.
End-to-End Integrations
with error-free mapping and
translation to exchange bills
of lading, shipping manifests, statuses,
invoices, remittances and more.

Robust Automation capabilities
that streamline time-consuming
and error-prone manual tasks.
Simplified Transaction-based
Model allows forecasting costs
even with changes in volume.
Industry Expertise and Support
from Motorcity Systems’
knowledgeable and reliable team.

Upgrading Transportation Technology in the Cloud
WIRE is one of several products from Motorcity Systems driving breakthrough results
across the transportation industry.
Motorcity Systems puts motor carriers on a fast track to modernize their IT systems and
operations by using a suite of solutions that are optimized to perform at scale for better
visibility, dispatch-driver communications and user workflows.
Better yet, our flexible deployment methodology allows you to evolve at your own pace
and maximize the return of your investment. Use one. Use a few. Or take advantage of our
entire platform to improve operations and drive growth.

Contact us today to learn more about Motorcity Systems and WIRE™
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